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Files downloaded from GIT repo on shared hosting are empty I have installed git on shared hosting. I tried to clone my source
code from my machine and i get all files like source code but when i opened the files downloaded from the GIT repo on the site
they are empty. Is there any way i can fix this? A: So you have a shared webhosting. Git will take full files from shared hosting,
but you need to set the PATH correctly on your c:/Program Files/Git/config file. Q: How do I find the actual IP address of the
host? I'm writing a C++ program where I'll have to use ICMP redirect messages. I need to know the actual IP address of the
computer initiating the redirect. I know this can be done with C# but I'm not familiar with that language. How do I find the
original IP address of the host initiating the redirect using C++? Thanks! A: The underlying functions that OSes use to send
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